N 53’ CIMC Containers

Orders Due: 04.24.20
ETA: March 2021

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**
An intermodal container is a large standardized shipping container, designed and built for intermodal freight transport, meaning these containers can be used across different modes of transport – from ship to rail to truck – without unloading and reloading their cargo. Corrugating the sheet metal used for the sides and roof contributes significantly to the container’s rigidity and stacking strength, just like in corrugated iron or in cardboard boxes.

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Fully assembled
- Newest horizontal rib front
- Easily stackable
- Separately applied door closure rods
- Razor sharp printing and painting

**PRIMED FOR GRIME MODELS FEATURE:**
- Faded base colors matched to the prototype, the perfect starting point for adding grime and rust
- Patches applied and shaped per road number matching each corresponding side to the prototype
- Duplicated look and feel of “In Service” equipment; “Tattered and Torn” just like the real thing
- Some Prime for Grime models feature paint scheme variations

**All Road Names**

**YRC**
- ATH17753 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, YRC (3)

**JB Hunt**
- ATH17754 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, JB Hunt (3) #1

**JB Hunt (Variety Pack)**
- ATH17755 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, JB Hunt (3) #2

**Hub Group**
- ATH17756 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, Hub Group (3)

**Marten**
- ATH177526637 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, Marten (3)

**Twin Logistics**
- ATH17758 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, Twin Logistics (3)

**All Road Names**

**JB Hunt (Variety Pack)**
- ATH17755 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, JB Hunt (3) #2

**Hub Group**
- ATH17756 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, Hub Group (3)

**Marten**
- ATH177526637 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, Marten (3)

**Twin Logistics**
- ATH17758 HO RTR 53’ CIMC Container, Twin Logistics (3)

**All Road Names**

**PRIMED FOR GRIME MODELS FEATURE:**
- Faded base colors matched to the prototype, the perfect starting point for adding grime and rust
- Patches applied and shaped per road number matching each corresponding side to the prototype
- Duplicated look and feel of “In Service” equipment; “Tattered and Torn” just like the real thing
- Some Prime for Grime models feature paint scheme variations

**$36.98 SRP - Per Set**